Best-Rite 18" x 24"
Rubber Tak Bulletin
Board with Euro Trim
Product Spec Sheet

Rubber-Tak® Tackboard
with Euro® Trim

Elegant Euro Trim
anodized aluminum with
curved corner caps

Virtually
indestruct ible
recycled rubber
surface!
Recycled Material

95 - Tan

96 - Black

97 - Blue

99 - Red†

104 - Green†

Rubber-Tak® Tackboard - Euro® Trim
▪▪ Rubber-Tak® tackboards are made with recycled rubber, providing superior resilience and self-healing
qualities.
▪▪ Rubber naturally resists most chemicals and stain- and odor-causing microbes, and is easy to clean
and maintain.
▪▪ Virtually indestructible, Rubber-Tak® is an ideal choice for classrooms, hallways, auditoriums,
gymnasiums and fitness areas, industrial spaces, and other high traffic areas, offering excellent
sound and shock absorbency.
▪▪ Elegant Euro® Trim features lengths of extruded anodized aluminum joined with injection molded
corner pieces.
▪▪ TAA compliant. Manufactured in the US of foreign and domestic materials. Fifty year limited
warranty. Has achieved GREENGUARD GOLD Certification.
Part No.

Product Dimensions

Rubber-Tak® Technical
Information
▪▪ Rubber-Tak surfaces offer outstanding
resiliency and tack holding properties.
▪▪ Surface resists most chemicals, stain- and
odor-causing microbes, is easy to clean, and is
sound- and shock-absorbent.
▪▪ The .06" thick rubber layer consists of recycled
rubber and is permanently bonded to a .44"
thick layer of lightweight tackable substrate.
▪▪ Boards are factory framed. Custom sizes are
available.

Ship Wt.

Rubber-Tak Tackboard - Euro Trim
321RA*

1.5'H x 2'W

321RB*

2'H x 3'W

10 lbs

5 lbs

321RC**

3'H x 4'W

17 lbs

321RD

4'H x 4'W

42 lbs

321RF

4'H x 5'W

50 lbs

321RG

4'H x 6'W

54 lbs

321RH

4'H x 8'W

66 lbs

321RK

4'H x 10'W

79 lbs

321RM

4'H x 12'W

114 lbs

*Ships UPS **Ships UPS OS1
†
Color available while supplies last.
Shipping weights are listed on a per item basis and may vary based on quantities ordered. All boards listed as 3'H x 4'W actually measure 33.75"H x
48"W due to shipping restrictions.
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